There are many web-authoring software like FrontPage and Dreamweaver, which 
Introduction
As the World Wide Web (www) has matured, so have people"s expectations of their Web experiences [1] . After becoming familiar with what they find and how to find it, web visitors have begun to expect more and timelier information from the Web sites they visit. Web managers, in turn, have had to find new ways of meeting these expectations. Content Management System (CMS) is not only on Web development, although that is where it is mostly practiced today. CMS is about gaining control over the creation and distribution of information and functionality [2] . It is about knowing what value you have to offer, who wants what parts of that value, and how they want you to deliver it. A CMS is software that enables non-information technology (IT) users to change web site content directly without help from IT department or web master. With a CMS, these non-technical users can create, edit, and publish content via a browser-based interface. The research work aimed at the evaluation of content management systems, its cost, technical and other associated benefitsto both developers and clients [2] .
A research carried out by [3] suggested that CMS is as old as when people started creating Web sites. They did so by typing hypertext mark-up language (HTML) into plain text editors (such as Microsoft Notepad and notepad ++). As time moved on, the need for better tools grew,fuelled by enterprising product companies, less technically adept users, more ambitious Web sites, and the need to automate tedious tasks. At first, these new HTML authoring tools did little more than help users remember the secret syntax of HTML. Later, they began to be true WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) environments for creating Web pages. Today, some of these tools add just enough management to serve as a nominal Web CMS for organizations with small sites and no additional publications. In the last few years, however, several commercial applications have beenreleased that perform content management in one way or another.
1.1Static and Dynamic Content
A research carried out by [4] gave a comprehensive meaning to static and dynamic web pages as follows:A static Website is a set of HTML pages and related file resources (such as images), all of whichare stored as individual files on a Web server. Static pages are pre-builtby definition; they are not created on the fly or personalized in any way, beyond the logic contained within the scriptfor each static page.
Fig.1. A static content
A limitation of a static Web content is lack of flexibility and scalabilitybeyond a few hundredpages, managing a static Web content can be tedious because content must be updated oneach and every page [4] . A dynamic Website, sometimes known as a database-driven site, is a system for producingWeb pages on the fly as users request them.A data source (a relational database, or possibly an extended mark-up language (XML) structure) on the Web server receivesa query in response to a user clicking a link [5] .
Fig. 2 A dynamic content
Some of the identified problems are:
To show how CMS users can calculate returns on investment (ROI) without disclosing official information, to demonstrate the factors of CMS that can improve usability for better users" experience, and to determine the factors why CMS is used for a particular audience.From the foregoing problems, the objectives of this research work therefore is to: evaluate the content management systems performance in terms of usability, resilience to attack; response to internet connection, and utility; investigate the various returns on investment of both the contents providers and developers; compare the CMS-based websites vis-à-vis usability, accessibility and user friendliness; analyse various criteria for choosing a CMS and provide appropriaterecommendations for selecting a CMS. To achieve these objectives this study isdivided into five sections. Following this introduction, SectionII, examines existing literature on CMS, Section III,presents the methodology employed in collecting and analysing data, Section IV, presents an analysis of the collected data; andSection V, deals with the conclusion and recommendations drawnup from the study.
II.
Review Of Literature
2.1Content Management System
According to CMS buyers" guide cited by [6] that content management provides many advantages over traditional methods of information editing. Many of the benefits are derived when distributed teams of people are responsible for coordinating and contributing to different content repositories which are listed below:
Content Empowerment
Content empowerment according to [7] is a Content management (CM) solution that can help companies increase the number of repeat visitors and ultimately increase revenues, by offering timelier and more valuable content. Content Management solutions offer Web authoring, editing, and publishing capabilities. Empowering content involves making better use of information and putting control in the hands of content owners. These are further classified as follows: 2.1.1.1 Content Ownership:empowers business users to quickly and efficiently update their online information without technical intervention. Having full content ownership expands the opportunities for subject matter experts to make their information available to their specific audiences.
2.1.1.2 Content Accessibility: Content accessibility is powered by the CMS, which repurposes content into multiple formats, and helps ensure that disability compliance is met. Content repurposing takes a single source of information and applies the necessary changes to automatically generate various outputs including standard HTML, printer friendly HTML, handheld Wireless Markup Language (WML), Portable document format (PDF), and XML. In addition, the content is checked for compliance to make sure certain conditions are met for persons with disabilities such as blindness or epilepsy [8] .
2.2CMS Costs and Revenue
According to [9] CMS significantly lowers costs associated with managing information online. Manual technical steps in the process are eliminated and the webmaster bottleneck is eradicated. Apart from the reduction in cost of creation and maintenance explained above, another researcher [6] mentioned that a CMS provides new ways to increase revenues. With lower time-to-market for content and the empowerment of business users, new opportunities are available on which to capitalize.
2.2.1
Time Sensitive Opportunities: New opportunities arise when information is published online in a matter of minutes as compared to hours or days [8] . A good example exists in media publishing. Breaking a news story ahead of the competition brings a first mover advantage, drawing additional visits to the site and increased income from sponsors. A CMS improves the speed of online contents publishing.
2.2.2Fresh Content Encourages
Return Customers: A research carried out by [16] revealed that as a customer, you would visit a site that is updated once a week rather than a site that is updated once a year. A frequently updated site should have a fresher content which will encourage customers to return, resulting in increased revenue opportunities.
2.3Accountability Improvement and Consistency Management
The government of Alberta in Canada saw an improved accountability to CMS in a document [24] . It illustrated that accountability at both the content creation and users are important when managing information online. With effective accountability measures in place, management is free to focus on more pressing issues as discussed below: 2.3.1Audit Trail:The audit trail, available at both the user and CMS creation level, provides a snapshot of the history of content changes. With detailed records available, a CMS institutes full accountability and helps motivate employees to complete work in a timely manner.
2.3.2
Version Control:Version control is the automatic backing up of content as changes are made. With version control in place, business users are given peace of mind that errant actions will not lose information. In addition, the versioning mechanism allows for full compliance with legal and government regulations. A research by [28] mentioned that content published on a site is often displayed in an inconsistent manner, confusing the site visitor. Rather than force a visitor to relearn the navigation menus and layout several times for one site, a site should enforce display standards that maintain consistency throughout. In view of this, [28] further suggested by the following measures:
Presentation Consistency: Content should be presented within pre-defined templates whenever possible. Templates provide a mechanism for maintaining a consistent look and feel, thereby creating a professional image of uniformity for the site visitor [20] .
2.3.4
Brand Integrity:Brand integrity is enforced with a CMS by limiting available logos and layout design in a manner consistent with corporate policies. Too often a user, in a non-malicious manner, publishes graphics and content outside the corporate brand policies [25] .
2.4Benefits of Content Management System
Website can be created using the Content Management Systems (CMS) or created from start using the HTML codes or other traditional methods. While the maintainability of CMS could be done automatically or through traditional non-CMS methods as discussed below by [3] .
Any organization or institution that interacts a lot with the public and is concerned about good image making and also publish a lot of content from a number of authors should seriously consider a CMS, [18] . A quality CMS has many benefits in an institution publishing process. Some of these benefits are listed below:
i. A good CMS makes it easier for people to create, edit and publish content on a website, it allows nontechnical authors and editors to easily and quickly publish their content [27] . ii. A good CMS makes it easier for an institution to manage who creates, edits and publish contents.
iii. By easing technical hurdles on the publication of content, a CMS can reduce the need for training, while facilitating more people to publish [27] . At the same time it reduces the daily stream of calls to the IT unit for changes to the website. iv. A good CMS reduces time-to-publish, the faster you get key content publishedthe more value it creates [13] . v. A good CMS allows for the design of a common and consistent content architecture (metadata, classification, navigation, search, layout and design), [13] . It also allows for consistent management of metadata through content template structures. vi. A better security of content is guaranteed by using a good CMS. It can control who is allowed to publish onto the website and who is allowed to see what content. Also, it can allow users to easily measure the success of your publishing efforts.
III. Data And Methodology
The research design used in this research work is the descriptive survey method; it involves the use of a representative sample from the population. The population of the study is the entire nation. A sample size of 100 using the convenient sampling procedure. Only Computer literates were included in the sample since they are the one that can respond independently to the questionnaire. The method used to collect data for this study is online web survey using a structuredquestionnaire. A total of 100 copies of thequestionnaire were broadcasted online out of which 55copies were returned. The responses from the respondents were collated and analysed using the simple percentage procedure.
IV. Analysis Of Data
The responses to the questions in the questionnaire provided the basis for the following analysis. Table  1 , below show frequency and percentages of CMS and users experience. Fig. 4 showing the percentage usability rate of CMS Table 2and figure4 shows the usability rate of CMS amongst non-professional users. The results show clearly that 18respondentsperceived that CMS was very good in terms of its usability, and user friendliness, and auto assistance while 35 respondents said it was good. The Computer skills and knowledge of users may necessary not be a barrier to its use. This is possible because CMS are as simple as Microsoft Office suits which require your little typing skill to setup and configure your platforms. Therefore, 63.64% respondents believed that it was good.
4.1The Returns on Investment
Returns on Investment (ROI) of websites is not just returns on financial investment; it encompasses total success of the investment by comparing what the website is doing with the expected goals set when it was started. If answers to the following questions are yes, then there are improvements in one ROI:(i) Are you getting the targeted traffic you set out to get?,(ii) Are you getting the feedback from users on areas that need improvement?,(iii) Is the increase in website converting to increases in sales?ROI is the difference between how muchthe usersinvestson the investment and how much is gained on the investment including the user"s satisfaction [27] .
4.1.1Direct Financial ROI
If the monetary return of online marketing activities must be calculated, the financial definition of ROI should be clear. In general, it can be stated that the business definition of return on investment refers to the measurement of revenue or profit that a company generates from a specific investment or several investments [27] . In other words, it measures how efficiently the firm uses its capital to generate profit. The most basic ROI formula resulting from the above definition is: Table 5 Features of some Selected CMS Continued V.
Conclusion And Recommendation
From the analysis above, it appearsthat credibility of a website is most often not valued by the freshness of the content. A frequently updated content goes a long way in not only retaining old customers but also play a big role in gaining new customers. Fresh and updated content not only ensures a dedicated fan base for a site, it also does the site a world of good when it comes to the Search Engine Optimization of a venture, ensuring that the site is most valued by the most coveted Search Engines which in turn increases the users ROI. It also appears that an efficient CMS ROI is not only tangible but can also be an intangible benefit based on satisfaction received. Despite the fact that Table 1 shows that Joomla has the highest frequency of users, the researcher would have like to test for the global awareness of CMS which time didn"t permit. The researcher therefore proposed this for further consideration.
5.1Recommendations
In addition to the above and based on the analysis, the researcher would also recommends to all new and prospective users of CMS that there are quite a lots more valuable information such as volume of contents, types of network, frequency of update among other that would have to be considered before settling down for a particular CMS. The research was not meant to promote one CMS type over another but to point attention to various support features which they possess.If users" needs are not very complex, if a user is planning to hire someone to build a site that is less than several hundred pages, and hierarchically arranged, any of the available CMS will work fine. But if a developer is trying to build a site for the banking sector or any financial institution where there is a need for strong security and reliability, then the developer can compare these CMS security wisely and settle down for the one which is less prone to attack.
VI. Conclusion
Choosing a CMS can be a long and difficult process, especially since there are a large number of content management systems available. Sourceforge.net alone lists around 600 active open source CMS projects one can choose from. The selection of a content management system depends on a variety of criteria such as content, structure, complexity of work among others.
